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PREFACE

Without accurate measurement, our present industrial

society would not be possible. Most everyday activities

involve some kind of measurement.

This book concentrates on measuring and estimating

distances. Each lesson concentrates on one or two main

ideas. A variety of activities will be used to develop

methods for estimating and for using a ruler properly.

Read the booklet carefully, work the exercises, and

participate in the class activities and discussions. This

material will help you learn, but only if you use it cor-

rectly.

When you complete this booklet, you should be able to...

3. ... give an equivalent length in feet and inches

for a measurement given in caveman units.

2. ... give a reasonable estimate for the length of a

distance to be measured. (Whether or not an

estimate is reasonable depends upon the purpose

of the measurement. In this booklet, the

closeness of your estimates will be checked

by computing the difference between the estimate

and the measured length.)

3. ... rank a given list of metric and English units of

length from smallest to largest.

4. ... define the most commonly used metric prefixes.

5. ... state the numerical relationship between the

basic units of length within the metric and

English systems.

iii



6. ... answer questions such as ....

a. If 5 = x , then x =
8 16

b. If 3 4. 5 = , then y =

8 16 16

7. ... determine which of a list of measurements is

more precise.

8 ... measure accurately to the nearest -

7.
in.,

.1 in., anC. .1 cm. using any arbitrary point

on the ruler scale as the starting point.

... find the missing value given information such

as ...

100 cm. = 1 m.

367 cm. = ? m.

10. ... select a metric and an English unit suitable

for measuring a given distance.

As you study the'material, use the EXERCISES, CLASS

ACTIVITIES, DISCUSSION QUESTIONS, and N/POINTS to evaluate

your progress in achieving the objectives for the booklet.

If you get "stuck", try again. If you are still

confused after careful study, ask for help.

iv
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WHY MEASURE LENGTH"?

Hardly in hour Fees bY t;11:1 t ynll :CT' (H

perform some mcnsurement. 7y..ff,

place Ltems. (Yardsticks, tape measure:1, s-,,,Hil,net.ers, ther-

mometers, clocks...)

This unit will concentrate upen the masuHm- cf

Illustrated below are some situations iliv(Hvin:7 lenv;th.



MEASUREMENT IS APPROXIMATE.

WE CAN NOT HOPE TO ELIMINATE ALL ERRORS - --

OUR GOAL IS TO REDUCE THE SIZE AND

NUMBER OF THESE ERRORS.



LESSON 1

THE WALKING YARDSTICK

OUR WORLD OF MEASUREMENT .. .

Tian has always measured objects around him. The illu-

strations on page 1 indicate some uses of measurrnrnt. You

:ire familiar with most of these.

SINCE TIME BEGAN .

Some situations require accurate measurements. The

caveman did not need accuracy. Any J.ave would do ir it would

hold him and his family. Distances were judged by sight or

time and sizes were measured by paces cr by matching the

objects to be measured with stones, trees, and other objects

familiar to him.

SPAN

HAND

FOOT

THUMB

0g....



THE BODY BECOMES A YARDSTICK. ..

Many of the units of length used by the caveman were

based on parts of the body. The human body actually served

as a walking yardstick! Except as a guide in estimation,

those early units are no longer widely used. However, some

o[ our present-day units are related to them.

The following list describes some units of length re-

lated to parts of the body. (See sketches on the previous

page and at the bottom of this page.)

a. Width of THUMB

b. Distance from first joint to end of FOREFINGER

c. HAND - width of hand

d. SPAN - distance from end of the thumb to end of
little finger when the hand is fully stretched
out

CUBIT - length of forearm (from tip of elbow to
tip of the middle finger of the outstretched arm)

f. Lengtl of FOOT

g. Distance from nose to thumb of outstretched arm (ARM)

h. Distance across outstretched arms (FATHOM)

i. PACE - length of one double-step

PACE (DOUBLE-STEP)



MEASURING LENGTH

Given a distance to be measured...

(1) Select sol:.e length to use as a unit of lencsth.

(2) "Mark off" the distance being measured in unit

lengths.

(3) Count the number of unit lengths it takes to "fill

up" the distance being measured.

EXAMPLE 1:

Measure the length of AB (read "segment AB" to the

nearest whole unit.

SOLUTION : A I--
(1) SELECT SOME LENGTH TO USE AS A UNIT OF LENGTH.

C D Suppose CD is selected

OAre "Ni as the unit of length.

(2) "MARK OFF" THE DISTANCE BEING TASURED IN "t1PIIT

LENGTHS. CD

A I I 13
(3) COUNT THE NUMBER OF UNIT LENGTHS IT TAKES TO

"FILL UP" THE DISTANCE BEING MEASURED.

It takes more than 8 and less than 9 units to

"fill up" the length of AB. This is written...

8 units < m(AB) < 9 units.

[m(AR) is read "the measure of segment AB"]

The length of AB is closer to 8 units than 9 units.

When measured to the nearest whole unit,

m(AB) is 8 units long.



EXAMPLE : Measure AB and CD

to the nearest hand.
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SOLUTIONS

5 hands< m(AB) < 6 hands.

To the nearest hand, m(AB) = 6 hands.

II hands < m(CD) < 5 hands.

To the nearest hand, < m(CD) = 4 hands.
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EXAMPLE 3: Measure CX and RT to the nearest I unit.
o/.i.. -

1

0.

I

0 ONE UNIT I

0, t. 34 x

0

01

SOLUTIONS :

X

For m(OX) For m(RT)
4
units < m(OX) < units. 5 units < m(RT) < 6 units.

2 2

m(OX) is closer to 5 units.
2

m(RT) is closer to 6 units.

1 1
To the nearest unit.,... To the nearest 7 unit,...

m(OX) = 5 or 2 iunits. m(RT) = 6 or 3 units.1

CLASS ACTIVITY: PART 1

1. For each caveman unit of length pictured on page 8,

draw a vertical line which you think divides the unit in

half. The line for the cubit has been drawn as an

example.



8

Line indJ.cating
one-half cubit.

SPAN

THUMB

FATHOM

FOREFINGER

HAND FOOT

2. Check your estimates. You will be given an acetate

overlay for this purpose. How close were you?

14



CLASS ACTIVITY : Fart IT

1. (a) Select six distances in the classroom or vicinity,
to he measured. (example: width of locker. length
of room. height of desk....)

(b) Choose a unit of length from the list on page I ani
measure each distance to the r1 rest unit and 1 unit.

(This will require some estimating.)

(c) Record your results in TABLE 1-1.

TABLE 1-1.

DISTANCE 'AEASURED UNIT CF LENGTH USED
LENGTH TO NEAREST..

UNIT 1 UNIT

2. (a) Select one of the six distances from 1 (a).

(b) Measure this distance to the nearest 1. unit, using
two units of length other than the one you used
to get the measurement recorded in TABLE 1-1.

(c) Record your results on the last two lines of TABLE
1-1.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Compare your results in TABLE 1-1 with those of your
classmates. Are they the same? Why or why not?

15
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Two persons measured the width of a desk to the nearest

whole unit. one measured the width to be 6 hands. while

the second person measured the same distance as 7 hands.

Does this mean that one of the persons is incorrect':

Why or why :%ot?

3. If you need 30 cubits of rope and you senl a friend to

get it, will you probably get the length you wanted?

Why or why not?

4. Suppose you measured the length of your classroom.

TThich unit of length, fathom or cubit. will give you

the larger number for the length?

If one unit of length is longer than a second unit and

you measure the same distance using both units, which

unit gives the larger number? (See CLASS ACTIVITY;

Part II, and question 4 on this page).

6. nescribe the measurement involved when a football offi-

cial "marks off" a 15 yard penalty.

WHERE DID IT COME FROM?

16

FATHOM: Dating at least as

far as early Egyptian times,

the fathom was the measure of

a man's outstretched arms:

5, 51, and now 6 feet in length.



LET'S COMPARE

any daily uses of measurement require only an estimate.

Using parts of the body as units of measure (span, cubit,...)

will never replace the foot, inch, meter, and centimeter.

iowever, if caught without a rul.r or if only an accurate

estimate is required, the caveman units used in Lesson 1

should be precise enough to handle many household and shop

situations.

One approach to obtaining an accurate estimate to the

width of your text is described below.

EXAMPLE: Estimate the width of your text.

SOLUTION

1. Select a -:nit of length. Suppose we use the thumb
(which is about 1 inch wide).

2. Use this unit (thumb width) to "step off" the de-

sired length.

J. In this example, the text is about 9 thumbs wide. Since

a thumb is about 1 inch wide, your estimate would be 9

inches.

17
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DISCUSSION QUEST IONS

In the example on oax,.e 11, what rJther caveman units

,:ould have been used instead of the thumh to obtain

an accurate estimate for the width of the text?

2. :ould the cubit have been a suitable unit of lenc7th

to use in the example on page 11? Why or why not?

DEVELOP YOUR OWN METHODS . . .

Feing able to estimate accurately is an important skill

with many useful applications. You should develop your own

methods of estimating distances. There is no one right way

to i.te.

Le ms 2 and 3 use caveman units as guides for estimating

distar:es. Other estimation guides could be used but cave-

man units are among the most convenient ones to use.

RULE OF THUMB.. .

This expression means a reliable

rule for rough calculations (or

estimations). It refers to the

fact 4-'iat people once used the

fi :t joint of the thumb as a one-

t -h measure.

18



CLASS ACTIVITY I

Wth the aici of a partner, obtain these measurements

for yourself to the neare:,,t -1; inch. Recor(1 your result:-,

in TABLE 2-1.

TABLE 2 -I

DESCFIPTION OF UNIT
LENGTH TO

,

NEAREST ', INCH

a ) Width of THUMB

b)
Distance from first joint
to end of FOREFINGER

) HAND

d) SPAN

e) CUBIT

') Length of FOOT

g)
Distance from nose to thumb
of outstretched arms (A J4)

h)
Distance across
outstretched arms (FATHOM)

i) PACE

COMPARINGSIZES...

Compare your measurements in TABLE 2-1 with those of

your classmates. Are they the same? Why or why not?

Complete TABLE 2-2. Use the longest and shortest

lengths in your class for the units listed.

TABLE 2-2

UNIT
LONGEST
LENGTH

i SHORTEST
- LENGTH DIFFERENCE

Width
of thumb

Hand

Span

Cubit

Pace



EXERCISES

J. Using your own measurements, (see TABLE ) complete

the fo:lowing relationships between the "caveman units"

-nd our present units of length. is read "approxi-

d. 1 cubit in. ft.

e. 1 pace :,--, in. ft.

f. 1 fathom ft.

g. 1 arm z ft.

mat,_:ly the same as.")

a. 1 thumb in.

b. 1 scan in.

0. 1 hand in.

2. Given the following. lengths, convert them to feet and

inches.

a. 7 forefingers

b. 21 spans in.

c. )4 hands z in.

d. 2 cubits ft.

in. e. 10 paces ft.

f. 21 hands in.

g. 3i thumbs in.

h. 1- cubit in.

CHECK YOUR RESULTS FOR EXERCISES 1 AND 2
BEFORE GOING TO THE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which of the units in TABLE 2-1 could you use as an

approximation for an inch? a foot? a yard?

2. Will the answers to question I be the same for all

students in the class? Why or why not?

3. Which of the units in TABLE 2-1 would be ccnvenient

for you to use as a guide for estimating distance?

Why?

Will the answer to question 3 be the same for all

students in the class? Why or why not?



LESS,7,1: 3

EDUCATED GUESSING

CLASS ACTIVITY 1

Follow the instructions below. Record all results in TABLE 3-1.

1. Select six distances to be measured, list the distances

under DISTANCE MEASURED.

2. Measure each distance to the nearest
1
7,- unit with some

caveman unit and record your results under MEASURED LENGTH

(caveman units).

3. Convert the measurements in 2 to their equivalents in

feet and inches. Record these results under ESTIMATE (feet

and inches).

4. Check your estimates by using a ruler, tape measure, or

yardstick to measure each of these six distances to the near-

est T.est inch. Record these measurements under MEASURED LENGTH
1

(nearest T. inch).

5. See how close your estimate is to the measured distance

by finding the difference between the measured and estimated

distances. Record the differences under DIFFERENCE.

TABLE 3-1

DISTANCE
MEASURED

MEASURED
LENGTH
/caveman)
\units I

ESTIMATE
feet
and

Cnche's.)

MEASURED
LENGTH

(nearest'
1 inch

DIFFERENCE

21



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What disadvantages would occur if parts of the body were

used as units of length and as measuring instruments instead

of our present units and rulers? What advantages?

2. The following statement was made on page 12. "Other es-

timation guides could be used but caveman units are among the

most convenient ones to use." Do you agree with this state-

ment? Why or why not?

3. What are some other lengths which could be used as guides

for estimating distances?

4. To be useful, what properties must a "good" estimation

guide have?

CLASS ACTIVITY II

1. Estimate by sight (without "marking off") distances with

the following properties. Indicate the endpoints of each

estimate by placing two pieces of tape that distance apart on

a flat surface (desk, floor,...).

2. Check each of your guesses by measuring with the given

caveman unit.

a. 3 cubits <Length A< 4 cubits

to the nearest whole cubit,

m(Length A) = 3 cubits.

b. 6 paces < Length B < 7 paces

to the nearest whole pace,

m(Length B) = 7 paces.

22
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c. spans< :,:ngth C< 3 spans.

To the neare:::t whole span,

m : enE;th = scans

< T:erigth 1.)< 7 thumbs.

To the nearest who thumb,

m :erigth t 1 =' thumbs.

DO YOU AGREE ?

Cne writer has stated that "with a little prac-

tice you should be able to measure from a half-inch

to inches with just your hand--and come tc, within

a sixteenth of an inch every time."

Nechanix Illustrated, September 1963, p.26.

MORE EDUCATED GUESSING

Your answers to the following questions should be educated

guesses. Do not do any computation. For each multip3e-choice

question, you are to select the answer that you believe to be

the best estimate.

What is the length in inches of the diameter of a quarter?

a) -- in. b) 1 in. c) 7 in. d) in.
C.

2. The length of a dollar bill is about:

a) 6 in. b) 7 in. c) 8 in. d) 9 in. e) 10 in.

23



3. The length of a full-sized automobile is about:

a) 12 ft. b) 18 ft. c) 25 ft. d) 10 ft. e) 30 ft.

h. The length of this text book is about:

a) 6 ] in. b) 8 1 in. c) 11 in. d) 15 in. e) 1 ft.

After completing your educated guessing, try to find

answers to the above questions. Careful measurement will

enable you to determine the best estimate for each situation.

How try these.

1. About how many pennies in an ounce?

2. Approximately how many pennies in a pound of pennies?

a) 6o b) 120 c) 180 d) 240 e) 300

3. About how many pennies (stacked on top of each other) to
make a stack one inch high? one foot high?

4. About how many pennies would have to be stacked one on
top of the other to reach from the floor to the ceiling
of a room eight feet high?

a) 600 b) 800 c) 1100 d) 1600 e; 2200

KEEP IN PRACTICE ...

The ability to make reasonable estimates is not a skill

which can be developed in a couple of lessons. Keep in prac-

tice by estimating whenever possible. If you can make rea-

sonable estimates, you will be able to check the reasonableness

of any meaci)ring you do.

24



-N,POINT

Use the followinr7 questions and problems to check your

understaniing of Lessons :1-3. If you have lifficulty with

any question, it may indicate a topic you shouli reviow.

1, Use the ruler shown to measure each segment to the nearest

a) unit, and b) unit.

A 1-113
1

,,, 1 1

u t ID
i 1 1

E
1

1
IF

1 ' I 1I

7:17 (a) (b)

CD (a) (b)

EF (a) (b)

I I I I 11

0 I 2 3 4 5
....-----,

2. For each measurement in caveman units, give an equivalent

length in feet and inches.

a. 2 spans

b. 3 paces

c. 12 hands

d. 5 thumbs

e. 2 cubits

f. 3 arms

3. Arrange the following units in order of length from

smallest to largest. (Indicate the smallest by 1, next

smaller by 2,...)

hand

fathom

forefinger

foot

h. You should be able to....

a. demonstrate how caveman units can be used to estimate

span

pace

arm

cubit

Cstances.

b. list some advantages and disadvantages of using cave-

man units to measure length.



LESSON 4

ESTIMATES ARE NOT ENOUGH

BECOMING MORE PRECISE...

Estimation is useful for many everyday household and

industrial situations. However, industry also needs mea-

surements that are extremely accurate and precise. Indus-

trial uses often demand measurements to the nearest thou-

sandth and even millionth of an inch.

All measurements are approximations. The science of

measurement is the art of obtaining better approximations.

A more precise measure of a length is one in which a better

approximation of the length is obtained.

EXAMPLE

U been measured using two different units of mea-

sure. unit gives the more precise measure (the better

approxiion of the length of DX)?

0 XI 1111117
0 2 ?

Figure 1

0 X

' I L

Figure 2

When measured to the When measured to the

1 inch,...nearest -4 nch,. nearest inch,...

inches
1 2-

IT nches < WM") < inches. -f inch < m(a) < 7 inches.
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SOLUTION

In Figure 1:

m(OX) lies somewhere in the interval between inches

3and 4 inches. The measure is located in an interval equal

in length to inch, smaller the unit of measure.

In Figure 2:

m(OX) lies somewhere in the interval between inch and
2

inches. The measure is located in an interval equal in

length to
1 inch, the unit of measure.

Which of the two measurements is more precise? The more

precise measurement will give the better approximation of the

length of the segment.

Since the interval is shorter in Figure 1, the measure

obtained for OX in Figure 1 is a better approximation of its

actual length.

Therefore, measuring to the nearest
1 inch gives a more

precise measure than measuring to the nearest
1 inch because

it locates m(OX) in a shorter interval.

PRECISION depends on the unit of measure. The

smaller the unit of measure, the more

precise the measurement. Thus, a mea-

surement
l

6
.Inch is

1
more precise than one made to the

1
inearest io inch.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What is :n(0X) when measured to the nearest k inch? to

the nearest
1

inch?

2. Explain how using a smaller unit of measure gives a

better approximation for the length of a segment.

PRECISE MEASUREMENTS ARE NEEDED

Mass production demands that everything fit together

just right. The assembly line emerged as man learned to

measure more accurately and precisely. The blueprint is

the only thread between the designer and the men who make

the _product. The assembly line cannot operate unless the

blueprint dimensions can be accurately reproduced. Precise

measuring instruments and methods of measuring make this
possible.

THE BLUEPRINT IS THE ONLY THREAD BETWEEN THE
DESIGNER AND THE MEN WHO MAKE THE PRODUCT.



SOARING 630 FEET over the city
of St. Louis, one of the newest of
America's monuments was dedicated
in 1967. Trains lift visitors inside
the arch's hollow legs.

ACCURACY COUNTS...

- i

AliatkL4.11=-'
.

When constructing the 630foot Gateway Arch in St. Louis,

an error of -67 inch in pouring the foundations would have

meant that the legs of the arch could not meet. Fortunately,

this error was avoided!



NIPOINT

Circle the more precise measurement in each pair.

To the nearest... a. .1 m.

1
ib. IT in.

c. ft.

i neared:d. 3 Ir n. to the nearecr, 7 n.

I
iq gin. to the nearest in.

in.

e. 3.02 cm. to the nearest .01 cm.

1.4 cm. to the nearest .1 cm.

EXERCISES

The following exercises begin a review and summary of

some basic skills that enable a person to master the reading

of a ruler to varying degrees of precision.

r-,

II 1 1 1 I I I 1. rewsZIoni-sieff=liangf
the rulers pictured.

0 2 a. How many sub-divisions
per unit?

b. The size of the small-
est sub-division on
the ruler is what
fractional part of a
unit?

I. a. b.

2
b.

30

A brace (e.-.."--) is used to
indicate one sub-division
on each ruler.

IV. a. b.



Each of the measurements below is to a different .ieF..rce

of precision.

a.

b.

C.

'Mich

Alich

'Mich

measurement(s)

measurement is

measurement(s)

measurement is

is (are) correct?

"best"?

is (are) "exact "?

the most precise?

III

I

I

I

I

Iii

I

II II

3.

m(AB) is read "the measure

of segment AB."

m(737). 3 units to the

nearest unit.

m(AB) =
2 -2

or 2-1 units

1
to the nearest 45 unit.

m(AB) . 14 or 24 units to the

1
nearest 7 unit.

21 $m(AB) -- or 2E units to the

1
nearest E unit,

The segments to the left
are unequal in length. Why
are their measures the same
when measured to the nearest
whole unit?

2 3 4

31

9 10 II
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4. For each pair circle the phrase that indicates the more

precise measurement.

1 .

To the nearest... a.
1
2

inch 4 inch

b. .1 cm. .01 cm.

1
c. -1-6 cubit B cubit

d. B Inch ---; inch.

c. Inch
2
1

foot1 .

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF . . .

One disadvantage to using parts of the body as units of

length is that the size of each unit differs from person to

person. This did not create serious problems for the caveman.

Each family was independent. They did not rely on others to

provide food, clothing, shelter and other daily needs. As a

result, each locality used units that fit their own needs

without much consideration for the world around them. There-

fore, units of measure varied from town to town and sometimes

from family to family.

STANDARD UNIT --- a unit of measure-
agreed upon and used by a large
number of people.

NI POINT

1. Name some standard units: of length that are currently

used.

. 32



NO MAN IS AN ISLAND . . .

The units which we use for measuring have interesting

histories. Mankind's need for standard units of length has

evolved over centuries in a way Quite similar to the develop-

ment outlined in this booklet: The early inch was the width

of a man's thumb, or that of three barley corns; the foot was

the length of a man's foot; and the yard was the distance

from the nose to the fingertips of an outstretched arm. Since

these units of length varied from one person to another, it

became necessary to establish the common standard units of

length which we use today.
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As man developed an industrial society, the need for units

that were the same regardless of locality became more apparent.

Universally accepted standard units became mandatory with the

introduction of assembly-line techniques in the early 1800's.

Some units became widely used and were standardized by

law or agreement and used by entire countries or regions.

The first known standard units of measure were established

about 6000 years ago. Our present standards originated much

later.
1790 - metric system develoPedLh leranc6

1866 - use of metric system legalized in U.S.

1959 - 'resent United States inch standardized

-4
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EXERCISES

1. Several standard units of length are not co=only known
as they either (a) are used only for special types of
distances or (b) have been replaced by :ore recently
adopted standard units.

Use a dictionary or encyclopedia to find a definition
of the following standard units.

a. league g. ell

b. bolt of cloth h. nautical mile

c. light-year i. chain

d. cable j. link

e.

f.

pica

furlong

k. rod

2. Who determines the official standard units of length
used in the United States? What is the official U.S.
standard of length? (Use a dictionary or encyclope-
dia.)

HOW LONG IS AN INCH?

In the 14th century, King Edward II of England
proclaimed that the English inch should be the
length of "three barley-corns, dry, round, and
laid end-to-end." He thought that he had finally
standardized the inch.

However, there has been disagreement about the
inch ever since. Until 1959, the British, United
States, and Canadian inches were defined as fol-
lows:

British inch - 2.53999560 cm.
Canadian inch - 2.54000000 cm.
U.S.A. inch - 2.54000508 cm.

Although very small, this difference resulted in
s'-me World War II supplies requiring precise mea-
surement (guns, planes,...) being custom-made.
As a result, some supplies were delayed for months.

In 1959, the United States, England, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, and South Africa agreed to
adopt the Canadian inch as their official standard.



LESSON 5

COMMONLY USED UNITS

SYSTEMS IN USE . . .

29

Two major systems of measurement are currently in use

throughout the world-the English system and the-metric sys-

tem. The metric system is more widely used. With the ex-

ception of the United States and Canada, all major countries

in the world are presently using the metric system or are

in the process of changing to the metric system for use by

the general public.

While the centimeter and other units of the metric system

are not in common use in this country, they are likely to

be in the not-too-distant future.

Some units of length are not used often and their rela-

tionships with other units are not worth memorizing (they

can be looked up when needed). Following are relationships

between some of the basic units of length within the English

and metric systems of measurement. Those marked with an as-

terisk (*) should be memorized, if you have not done so already.

These are the ones most commonly used by the general public.

STA NDARD UNITS OF LENGTHS

ENGLISH SYSTEM METRIC SYSTEM

* 12 inches =1 foot

* 3 feet =1 yard

16.5 feet =1 rod

* 5280 feet =1 mile

METRIC OR ENGLISH???

10 millimeters =1 centimeter

10 centimeters =1 decimeter

* 100 centimeters =1 meter

* 1000 meters =1 kilometer

The article on page 30 indicates some of the pros and

cons of switching to the metric system in the United States.



Conversion to the Metric System Eyed

By Science Service

WASHINGTON Conversion
to the metric system seems
inevitable for the United
States, particularly with
90 per cent of the world's
people already using it.
The question is when and
how.

As to when, Sen. Robert
P. Griffin, R Mich., who
helped draft recently passed
federal legislation calling
for a three-year study on
the ramifications of metric
conversion, says that "I.2y
1980 most of the country
will be on the metric sys-
tem."

The question of how to
switch is the basic purpose
of the three-year study.
The secretary of commerce,
who will coordinate
the study, has been direct-
ed to make specific recom-
mendations on overcoming
the "practical difficulties"
involved.

Many expect the biggest
practical difficulty to be
the cost of 'changing over,
which most estimates put
between $10 billion and
$20 billion.

HIGHLY UNLIKELY

One economist states
that the Stanford Research
Institute estimate of $11
billion to change U.S. in-
dustry over to the metric
system could be paid for
in 16 years by the savings
made in teaching" only the
metric system in grade

schools.
He says that 25 per cent

of the time spent teaching
arithmetic could be saved
by the elimination of most
common fractions and com-
plicated units of measure,
and that this would amount
to a $705 million a year
savings for all pupils a-
cross the country.

General Electric Co.

estimates that it would
cost them $200 million to
convert if they redesigned
all their equipment, which
is highly unlikely.

However, others say
that the relevant question
is not "what will it cost
to convert" but rather
"what will it cost not to."

Heading up the Com-

merce Department group
that will make the three-
year study is A.G. McNish,
assistant to the director,
National Bureau of Stand-
ards.

While not wanting to

prejudice the results of
the study, McNish does
not agree that the cost of
conversion will run ne-

cessarily into the billions.
He says the study will

pin down the economic
benefits of adopting metric
and weigh them against
.the costs.

McNish says that, from
the data obtained, esti-
mates will be made on how
fast conversion should go
for several industries, so
as to keep costs lowest and
get the biggest benefits,
primarily increased foreign
trade.
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Dr. John F. Kincaid,
assistant secretary of com-
merce for science and tech-
nology, points out that the
metric conversion issue
has a critical bearing on
the amount of the country's
foreign trade and its bal-
ance of payments,

He believes, along with
a number of economists,
that until the U.S. switches,
it will be denied much of
the world market that is
developing as the emerging
nations industrialize, a

market that Dr. Kincaid
says will reach "almost
astronomical proportions."

In addition, the study
will explore the costs and
problems of teaching the
metric system in the coun-
try's schools, and of chang-
ing consumer transactions
to metric, such as buying
milk by the liter, meat by
the kilogram or carpeting
by the meter.

When the study is com-
pleted, the fireworks will
begin. It will be up to
Congress to decide spe-
cifically how to convert.
This will involve the po-
tentially explosive question
of the extent to which
metric adoption will be

mandatory, rather than vol-
untary.

STAGED BASIS

For example, the Bri-
tish have begun mandatory
conversion to metric in a
staged basis so that by
1975 every segment of the
country will be on metric.

McNish says that he
doubts very much that this
is the way it will go for
the U.S.

He Oinks industry would
not tolerate a mandatory
approach, although he be-
lieves federal tax incent-
ives to ease the cost bur-
den where it exists may be
provided.

He says it is probable
that only consumer trans-
actions would be covered
by mandatory federal leg-
islation. And as for teach-
ing oy..!tric in the schools,
McNish sees this as a
state and local matter.

This article appeared in
the Pontiac Press, Pontiac,
Michigan, NoTEFFEr 6, 1968.

Reprinted by permission
of Science Service.



COMPARING STANDARD UNITS

ONE CENTIMETER 100 METER)

CAcruAL sizes)

ONE INCH

S

Ifill///4/ErjiC71//
Ciro ,4c.ruAc. size)

(-IFS 000 ALCM"- size )

One centimeter is about

.h (or
5

) inches long.

1 yard = 36 inches

1 meter = 39.37 inches.

One Kilometer is about

.625 (or
8

) miles long.

/ONE MILE

The above scale drawings indicate the relative lengths

of some comparable English and metric units of length.

Notice that the drawings are drawn to different scales.

V POINT

1. Circle the longer unit in each pair.

a. Mile Kilometer

b. Yard Meter

c. Inch Centimeter

d. Mile Meter



PREFIXES AND THE DECIMAL SYSTEM . . .

The metric system is convenient to use because all units

of length are related to the basic unit, the meter, in the same

way that the place values (thousandths, hundredths, tenths,

tens, hundreds,...) of the decimal system of numeration are

related to the units ... (or ones) place.

For example, a centimeter is 100
of a meter and a kilo-

meter is 1000 meters. The relationship between the metric

units is determined by using the metric prefixes.

METRIC PREFIXES

milli (.001) deca- 10
1000

centi (.01) hecto- 100
100

deci
1

(.1)
kilo- 1000

10

The prefixes underlined are those most commonly used.

These same prefixes are used with the basic metric units

of mass (gram) and capacity (liter).

In contrast, the relationships between English units of

length are not as consistent.

'/POI NT

1. Give the meaning of the following metric prefixes.

a. milli

b. kilo

c. centi

38



EXERCISES

1. Circle the longer unit in each pair.

a. meter yard e. centimeter millimeter

b. centimeter inch f. foot yard

c. centimeter meter g. meter foot

d. kilometer mile h. inch millimeter

2. Complete:

a. 1 mile = feet

b. 1 meter = millimeters

c. 1 meter = centimeters

d. 1 centimeter = millimeters

3. Suppose that the metric system: with the prefixes, milli,
centi, and. kilo, was used to measure time.

a. If' your class period was a deciday long, would you
like it better? Why or why not?

b. About how many centidays would it take -4 make an
hour?

c. A kiloday would be about how many years?

4. What is a more common name for a centidollar? a decidollar?

5. Arrange the following units in order of length from
smallest to largest. (Indicate the smallest by 1, next
smaller by 2...)

inch foot
kilometer meter

mileile
millimeter centimeter

39



6.
B C E

.

a. Name the segment which you believe is closest to an
inch in length.

b. Name the segment which you believe is closest to a
centimeter in length.

7. Circle the unit which best completes the statement.

a. The longest unit is...

a centimeter a meter an inch

b. The length of a room would be measured in...

centimeters kilometers meters

c. The distance from Detroit to Chicago would be
measured in...

kilometers millimeters meters

d. Your height would be measured in...

millimeters meters centimeters

e. 100 centimeters equals...

1 kilometer 1 meter 1 yard

0 I 2 3 4
INCHES

L111111101111111111,
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CENTIMETERS

8. Comparing the inch and centimeter scales above, complete
the following.

a. 5 cm.

b. 3 in.

in. c. 20 cm. in.

CM.

is read "approximately the same as".)

40
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MORE OF THE SAME
The previous lesson (pp.29-34) introduced the more

commonly used English and metric units of length and the

metric prefixes. The exercises in this lesson continue the

development of these topics. Work the exercises carefully,

referring to the information given. Ask for assistance if

there are problems which give you difficulty.

EXERCISES

Refer to the information below for questions 1 and 2.

UNITS OF LENGTH

English System

12 inches = foot

3 feet = 1 yard

5280 feet = 1 mile

Metric System

10 millimeters = 1 centimeter

100 centimeters = 1 meter

1000 meters = 1 kilometer

1. Write the ratios of the following English

a. 1 foot to 1 inch

yard to 1 foot

inch to 1 yard

mile to 1 foot

(1 foot
1 inch

units.

= 12 inches = ?)
1 inch

2. Write the ratios of the following metric

a. 1 centimeter to 1 millimeter

b. 1 centimeter to 1 meter

c. 1 meter to 1 millimeter

d. 1 kilometer to 1 meter.

units.

1 cm. = 10 mm. = ?
1 mm. 1 mm. )
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0 1 2 3 4
INCHES

I 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIII1111111111111111111

I .o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I

CENTIMETERS

Refer to the above illustration for exercises 3-7.

3. Each inch on the top ruler is divided into four equal

parts. Each part is what fractional part of an inch?

4. Each centimeter on the bottom ruler is divided into

ten equal parts. What is the name of each of these

parts'?

5. Give the measures of the following segments to the

nearest centimeter (cm.).

a. r(AB) = cm. c. m(BC) = m(AC) - m(NIS) = cm.

b. m(A(;) = cm.

6. A 35 mm. camera uses film that is 35 millimeters (3.5 cm.)

wide. What i3 the width of this film to the nearest

17 inch?

7. To obtain a wide-screen effect, commercial theaters

use motion-picture film that has a width of 70 mm.

a. How many centimeters wide is this film?

b. What is the width of this film to the nearest t inch?

8. Electricity for lights and other electrical applicances

is measured by an electric meter. The unit of measure

is the watt-hour or kilo-watt hour (kwh), which is

1000 watt-hours. (kilo = 1000)

An appliance rated 40 watts will use 40 watts of electri-

city per hour.



For example. a 1000-watt heate.. will use 1 kilowatt hour

of electricity in 1 hour (1000 watts x 1 hr. = 1000 watt-hours

= 1 kwh). In 10 hours, a 100-watt bulb will also use 1 kwh

of electricity (100 watts x 10 hrs. = 1000 watt -hours = 1 kwh).

a. How many hours will it take for two 100-watt bulbs to

use 1 kwh of electricity?

b. An electric fan is marked "40 watts." How many hours

will it take to use 2 kwh of electricity?

9. Circle the best estimate in each exercise.

a. Height of a man 1 meter 2 meters 100 centimeters

b. Length of a

School Bus

c. Length of a

dollar bill

25 -yards 18 feet 18 yards

6 inches 10 inches 12 inches

10. Indicate the letter of the segment which you believe is

nearest to...

a. One inch in length.

3'7

b. One centimeter in :length.

I I Iabodefg hij It I tnnopq
*11. Metric prefixes are used in conjunction with several

units of measures and objects. For example the prefix

mega means 1,000,000 and a megaton is 1,000,000 tons.

What is the meaning of the following words?

a. decade

b. decathlon

c. micrometer

d. centigrade

e. mill
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.N/POINT

Use the following questions to check your understanding

of Lessons 4-6. If you have difficulty with any questions,

it may indicate a topic you should review.

1. For each pair circle the phrase that indicates the more
precise measurement.

To the nearest... a. .1 in. .1 cm.

b. yard meter

c. 1 in. 1 in.

2. The ruler below is graduated in of
a unit. (what fractional part?)

0
1

3. Define the following metric prefixes.

a. centi c. kilo

b. milli

4. Complete:

a. centimeters = 1 meter

b. 1 centimeter = millimeters

c. 1 yard = feet

d. 1 in. z; cm.

5. Arrange each set of units in order from largest to
smallest.

a. centimeter inch millimeter

b. yard foot meter

c. inch meter mile kilometer
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ORIGIN OF THE MILE.. .

The mille or mile, as used by the Romans, was de-
fined as 1,000 paces (double step777Fe Latin
words for 1,000 paces were millia passuum, later
translated into English as mile.

About the year 1500, the mile was changed to 5,280
feet. This was done so that a mile could be dived
into exactly furlongs, the most common units of
Length for land measure at that time.
(1 furlong = 40 rods = 660 feet)

8

662j 5280
-5280

0

. 45
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LESSON 7

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Ii
2 3 4

EIGHTHS OF AN INCH

FOURTHS OF AN INCH

1 1

4
HALF-INCHES

5i

SIXTEENTHS OF AN INCH

11111 11-1 1111111111111111111

0 I 2
TENTHS OF AN INCH

4 5

rifir
2 3 4

1 11 1111 1111 1111111111111 11111111111

5 6 7 8 9

1111

10

111111111

11

111111111

12

IIII 1111

n

1111

14

TENTHS OF A CENTIMETER

0 2 4 6 10 12 14

CENTIMETERS
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WHAT IS THE SCALE?

You will be given a packet of rulers like those pictured

on page 40. These rulers will be used in the remainder of

this booklet.

The markings of ruler E are the most commonly used for

every -clay purposes. You must understand what the marks of

different length mean before you can use a ruler accurately.

THE SCALE IS . . .

Before a ruler can be used to measure distances, its

scale must be determined. The scale depends on the length

of the ruler's smallest subdivision.

Io ,:xample, each inch of the ruler pictured below is

divided Into ten equal parts.

IIIIII1111111111111111111111Ill

0 1 9 3
INCHES

Therefore, each of the small subdivisions on the above

ruler (one subdivision is indicated above the ruler) repre-

sents a length of inch. We say that the ruler has a
10

scai.e graduated in tenths of an inch.



The ruler below is graduated in eighths of an inch.
(How can you tell?) It could be used to measure lengths to
the nearest eighth of an inch.

Milli 1111111111111111111111111111111

3 4 50 I 2

Each of the smaller subdivisions on the ruler below re-

presents a length of 1 inch.

C 'D

I 1111 I

0
1
1

1 I

3

m(AB) 7 inch.

4

11111.111
5 6

Point C on the scale represents 7 one-fourth inches.

7 one-fourth inches = 7 x 1 inches = '4 in. = 1 i in.-

Point D represents how many inches?

V POINT

1. Give the meaning for each labeled point on the ruler
sca beles low. Some parts are done as examples.

Aa.

0
1

A: 16 in. C: E:

45 or 13

B: D: 16 216. in.

11111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111H1191111

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

G: 1:5.9 cm. (Ocm.)

H: J:

48
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EQUIVALENT RULER LENGTHS

Ruler scales can also be used to indicate fractions that
are equivelent (have the same value). For example, suppose
two rulers graduated in half inches and eighths of an inch are
used.

I 1 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 1 I ft 1
2 3

I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I. I I 1 1 I I I I

Place the

A

two ruler scales next to each other.

111 ililli il 11111111 lll ilillif III tilli

Depending on the ruler used.

m(A13) = 3 one-half inches

= 3 x
1

in.

m(AB) = 3 in. = 1 1 in.
2 2

These results indicate that

The truth of this result
could be checked by the
cross-product method which
was developed in ACTIVITIES
WITH RATIO AND PROPORTION.

)13

m(AB) = 12 one-eighth inches

or = 12 x i n

m(AB) = 12 in. = 1 :1 in.
8 8

(How?)3 =
2

12

8
3 12

2 8
because
3 x 8 = 2 x 12

VPOINT
Give the missing numbers so that the fractions

part are equivalent. (Your rulers may be used.)

1.

2.

7

= 4

4

3. 12

8

for each



EXERCISES

1. The ruler below is graduated in tenths of an inch.

4,

iiiii111111111111111111111111111111

2 3

Indicate by a letter and arrow each of the following locations

on the above ruler scale. Part a is done as an example.

a. 1 3 in c. 3.2 in. e. 1.9 in.

7
ib. 2.5 in. (2 1-- in.) d. fo in. f. .2 in.

You may refer to the ruler in #1 for questions 2 and 3.

2. a. How many tenths in one inch?

b. How many tenths in 2 inches?

c. How many tenths in a half-inch?

d. Is .4 inch more or less than a half-inch?

e. Is 2.8 inches more or less than 22 inches?

3. For each ruler location, circle the whole inch measure

to which it is closest. If it is equally close to both,

circle both.

RULER LOCATION WHOLE INCHES

a. 1.4 in. 1 in. 2 in.

b. .7 in.' 0 in. 1 in.

c. .3 in. 0 in. 1 in.

d. 1.5 in. 1 in. 2 in.

e. 2.3 in. 1 in. 3 in.
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)4. nive the numbers which when substituted for the letters
will make ti-e Tractions ror each part equivalent. Write
your answers in the blanks provided.

a

r )Tr x then x=

c. Ir r: , then a =
16 L.

1. c
= 6,

8 '

If = then 2 =

d.
b

If = . then b =
16 8

e . If 2 x= 2 = 2 E , then x = and y =
2 3.0

2 r
II.

8
= = 1 then r =

16 14 4
and s =

5. Give the numbers which when substituted for the letters
will make each of the following statements true. Write
your answers in the blanks provided.

"I 1 x 1 y,
a. If + = +

4 I-6 5.-6 16 16

c. If +
36 8

3 r s,
-16 16 16

then x = and y =

then c = and d =

then r = and =

/15

a
d. If 24 + = + -58- = b 1$' then a = b= , and c =

8

7
2

=
7
8

m n
e. If

Ti
- - = then m = and n =

f. If - + 3 = t' then t =
8

g If + 3
16 8

a-= then a =
b

9 ,j,
h. If - - - = then j =

10 2 k

- 51

and b =

and k =
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1.0 1 2 3 4 5

6. Indicate by a letter and arrow each of the following

locations on the above ruler scale.

Da. IT in. d. 2t in

ib. Is in. e. in.

in.
,4

in.) 1
in.c. 17 n. klg n.) f. 4-

4

7. For each ruler location, circle the whole inch measure
to which it is closest. If it is equally close to both,

circle both.

RULER LOCATION

5 ia. 1 -8 n.

b. i in.

c . 4 43 in

1
id. 2 7 in.

7
e. 3 t in.

52

WHOLE INCHES

1 in. 2 in.

0 in. 1 in.

4 in. 5 in.

2 in. 3 in

4 in. 3 in.
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RULES TO LIVE BY

iiiili111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111:1111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111141111ill U1111111[1111111111illIlitiilillil,

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2

GUIDE LINES FOR RULER USE

1. Use rulers that have square, clean-cut edges. A ruler

that is warped, rounded, or worn will give inaccurate

results despite careful use.

2. When meauring the length or width of a rectangular ob-

ject, measure parallel and close to the edge being mea-

sured.

-M-.....-.77- ...--- :.----- ''''' -7.-'"`"4..-- -
---Fgrotta.............. = ''. '-' ....-.-- .

CORRECT INCORRECT

3. Use a uni of length suitable for the distance being mea-

sured e!C purpose for which it is being used. (This

idea will be further developed in Lesson 12.)

LI. Know the scale used on the ruler before reading the mea-

surement.

5. For best results, place the ruler in such a position so

that the scale is as close as possible to the object

being measured.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIII1111111111111111i11111111111111ifillill1111111111111

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11



COMPETENCE ASSUMED.... .

Alen lengths are measured, the ability to use the mea-

suring instrument properly is usually assumed. However,

carelessness and lack of knowledge may cause any measuring

instrument to be used improperly. Many mistakes can be

easily corrected by following some basic guidelines in the

proper use of a ruler. (See page 47.)

REDUCING ERRORS....

Even with careful use, small "errors" occur. Some

things which cause errors are: The user is tired, the

ruler slipped, the ends of the distance being measured are

not lined up carefully with the ruler scale, or the ruler

is warped or rounded. Reading a ruler involves sighting,

estimating, and judgment. All three tend to give an approx-

imate value to the measurement, resulting in small "errors".

je cannot hope to eliminate all errors but with practice,

the size of these errors can be reduced.

WATCH CAREFULLY...

The remainder of this lesson will be developed with the

aid of the overhead projector. Listen carefully an parti-

cipate in the discussion. If you have questions during the

discussion, ask them.
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ARMADILLO

o SCALE DRAWINGSc:k

= 18'

DC -3

51

SWORDFISH

I I

k I "= 707-11111

I 1 "= 16'0 "

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

k I" = 53' 0"

1

3 44 57 72
AGE

BLUE JAY

LIFE EXPECTANCY

From Life Insurance Fact Book 1968
InstiTae of Ilfe Insurance.
'tears are to the nearest whole year.
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EXERCISES

1. ThE' ruler b(Aow is graduated in tenths of a entimeter.
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3. Estimate which segment below is nearest to...

a. two inches in length.

b. two centimeters in length.

1

A El C D I: Fr G fi 1 J PC L Al

4. The ruler below is graduated in sixteenths of an inch.

FITT11111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111

0 I 2 3 4 5 6

Indicate by a letter and arrow each of the following

locations on the above ruler scale.

a. 1-3 in. d. 1 2 in.
16 8

b. 2 1 in. (2 in. ) e. 2 -1-3- in.
4 - 16

c. 1 in. f. -1 in.
2 8



:'or ruler location, circle the whole inch measure

to ,...thi.ch it is closest. If it is equally close to both,

circle both.

RULER LOCATION WHOLE INCHES

a. P in.

b. 9
l in'

2 in. in.

1 in. 0 in.

1 in. 2 in.

3 in. 1 in.

0 in. 1 in.

For questions 6 and 7 do the measuring and drawing re-

quired and complete the blanks so that each statement is

true. Some parts are done as examples.

6. a.
1

Draw AB 1-2in. long. Draw BC 11 long.

m(AC) = 24, 3 in. 1
1

+ 1
1

=

A .
B

C
b. Draw RS -6 in. long. Draw SCE' in. long.

7 3m(17f) = in. $ + 376.

c. Draw WX 2.8 cm. long. Draw XY 3.5 cm. long.

m(WY) = cm. 2.8 + 3.5 =

60



7. Use the given line segment to compute the following sums.

The precision of measurement is given in parentheses.

a.

b.

c.

300:if 04b

3 5
+

(to.nearest in.)

(to nearest
.

-6

(to nearest
1

in.)

7 4. 7 _
IE 8

d. 5.8 + 3.9 =

(to nearest .1 cm.)

e. 2.7 + 1.6 =

(to nearest .1 in.)

f.

(to nearest 1 in )
*E3

61
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8 8

+ 2 1 =
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8. For each segment named in TABLE 8-1, (1) estimate its
1

length, and (2) measure its length to the nearest E in.

.

T.G in., and .1 cm.

0

I TRAPEZOID

P

TABLE 8 -I

SEGMENT ESTIMATE

LENGTH TO THE NEAREST...

1

$ in.
1

.1 cm.
16 in.

CD

OP

NQ

HK

FE

EY

62



9. To the nearest .1 inch, the length of HI is 5.4 cm.

Estimate in tenths of a centimeter the lengths of the

following segments.

a. IJ

b. AC

c. LM

10. Find the perimeter (distance around) to the nearest .1 cm.

for the quadrilateral pictured on page 56.



58 LESSON 9

WHEN RULES ARE BROKEN

In the next set of EXERCISES you will use two broken

rulers like those pictured below.

2 3 4 5 8

RULER A

ii 111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111 1 11111111111111111111111111 1111 1111111111111111111

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

RULER B

EXERCISES

1. Measure each of the following segments to the nearest...

IV I

1
a. inch using ruler A, and

1
b. To- centimeter using ruler B.

Record your results in the TABLE 9-1. (in rows labeled

Broken ruler)

II

I
I

V I



TABLE 9 -I

LE 1.10TH TO Ti -?E HEAR ES T . . .SET
1 Inc!,
-7.

1 c.:N .

10

I
P,rok,11 rulr

Unb roon ruir
II Broken ruler

Unb roke n ruler

III E.roken ruler

Unbroken ruler

IV Broken ruler

Unbroken ruler

V Broken ruler
I Unbroken ruler

2. Measure each of the same segments to the same precisions
using rulers that are not broken. Record your results
in TABLE 9 -1. (in rows labeled Unbroken ruler)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1.. Por problem 1, did everyone in the class use the same
Point on the ruler as their "zero point"?

Could you use any point on the ruler scale as the "zero
point"? Would some points be more convenient to use
than others?

, Why were the measures using either the broken ruler or
the unbroken ruler the same?

START WHERE YOU WANT TO...

The previous EXERCISES demonstrated that it is not

necessary to use the point labeled zero as thezero point"

when reading a ruler. In fact, there are times when it may

be preferable to begin your reading with some point other

than the 112ero point" labeled on the ruler.
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For example, the ruler pictured below has an end which

is "broken off" making the zero point hard to locate.

Therefole, it would be preferable to use another point as

the s*.arting point. Shown below is XY being measured using

three different points as the "zero point."

XI iv

m(X7) = 3 - 1 = 27 inches

XJerMI.NonlesmaolM=111 y

C.

______""_"___.

2 1
im(XY) = 24 - 7 2 7 inches

XI-- :Y

0 I 3
Nime.

m(XY) = 3 - inches

1
In all cases, m(XY) = 27 inches when measured to the

1
inch.nearest 7 nch. Because ruler edges tend to wear and become

rounded with use, some rulers inset the :ero point of the

scale so that the zero point can be aeitermined despite the

rounding. (See sketch below.) The rulers you are using

in this unit are marked in this manner.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 11 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6



ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION WITH RULERS

Lessons 7 and 3 included some exercises in which rulers

and segment lengths were used to illustrate the addition and

erolivalence of certain fractions.

sum

For example, the rulers below are illustrating the
5 6 11 3
8

+ =7=17.

61

The same picture can be used to illustrate two related

subtraction facts:

1-3 5 6
and 1$ 6 5

8 8 7 -73.-7*

Tie IC*t:-.24
2 4.

I

2 3

The two rulers above are illustrating the sum

3 10
be 3 3 Pwritten 1

4
(This could +

4
=

4
).

What two subtraction facts are related to this sum?
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Segment lengths could also be used to illustrate the

addition and subtraction of fractions.

For example, consider the sum 5 +
6

.

8 8

AI

0 2

m(AC) = m(AB) roc,

m(AC) = a in. + 63 in.

m(1117.) = in. = in.

5 6 13
8 8 8

-18

Since m(AC) - m(AB) = m(BC) and m(AC) - m(BC) m(AB),

the picture also illustrates -E-5r---g and =

What is m(XY) in the figure below?

X

I 4

3

m(XY) = m(ZY) m(a)

m(XY) = 3 in. - in.

m(XY) = 24 in. - in.

4 20
But the bottom ruler show that m(XY) = 2- or 'nin.

Therefore, 31 _ 27 -
7 20 04

78 8 8 8 8
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'I [1111 11111[11 111'1'1'11

0 1 2 3

§

0 1 2

'1

There core. 1
1 3

- =
1r P

POINT

A

13
:11(RT) = Inchs.

lb

m(RS) =
I .

rich.

m(ST) = in.

m(77) = m(T;T) - m(RS)
m(ST) = 1 )343 in. - . in.

m(ST) = i. 1-2r

13 ,_ _
1( lr

C
4. 3

1

1. Give the sum illustrated by the two rulers above.

(A + B = C)

2. Give the two subtraction facts related to the above

sum.



64 A B C D.
1 1 1 '

Ii I 11 I

I

1 I
I

1 1 1 I I I I I.

0 1 2 3 4 5
3. Give the measures of the following segments to the

nearest inch.
ri

a. m(AB)

b. m(CD) =

EXERCISES

in.

in.

1. Find the length of each segmentent below to the nearest .-,

inch. A B C F

I I ! 1

I I I I I 1 I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1

O I 3

m(AB) . m(EF) =

J

m(W) = m(17) =

2. Find the length of the segments below to the nearest

.1 centimeter.

H I

K L M N

1

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

m(TE). m(NTI-).



3 In question 3; do the measuring and drawing required

and complete the blanks so that each statement is true.

One part is done as an example.

a. Draw XY lain. long. Draw XZ in. long.

3
Incrn = in If

X

b. Draw PR 2.
4

in. long. Draw FS 1 in. long.3

m( ) = in. 2 3 - 1 =

c. Draw OD 6.8 cm. long. Draw OR 3.5 cm. long.

m(RD) = cm. 6.8 - 3 5 =

d. Draw AS 3 I in. long. Drampailil. long.
8

4. Compute

a. -1 -
16

m(TS)

the following

=

= in. 38 -1 3 =
16

differences.

8

b. 2 1 - 1 =
2 8

c. 6.2 - 4.5 =

d. 7
8

3
4
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5. In the space below, draw a rectangle whose longest side
7is 3 ,- inches long and whose shortest side is 1 7

lo
inches long.

6. What is the perimeter (distance around) for the

rectangle you drew in exercise 5?

MARKING OFF TENTHS OF AN INCH . . .

You can calibrate a ruler in tenths of an inch
with a pica typewriter. Just type a series of
single quotation marks on a strip of paper.
The distance between each quotation mark is .1
inch.

III I 11111111 11111! II 11111111111111111111114 1! t

0 2 3

Type the whole numbers in order under each tenth
mark. Paste this strip to your ruler or a piece
of cardboard and your ruler is completed.

V

r

.

111

r .

Prefer your ruler in twelfths of an inch? Use
an elite typewriter.

'72
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67

Use the following statements and problems to check your

understanding of Lessons 7-9. If you have difficulty with

any questions, it may indicate a topic you should review.

1. Supply the missing numbers so that the fractions in each

part are equivalent.

a. If 3 = x = 6 , then x = and y =
4 16 y

b. If 3 = d , then d =

c. If 1 = 2 = s then r = and s =
2 r 8

d. If 1 . a then a =
2 10

II III! III III II 1111.

5 0 1 2 3

2. Indicate by a letter and arrow each of the following lo-
cations on the rulers above.

a. 1.8 cm. c.
2 2 ir"

8

b. 1
16 4

in d. -3 in.

3. .a. 3
11

- 1
1. = c.

8
+

7 1

16 2

e.
2

1 cm.

2

f. 11 in.

16

b. 9.3-2.9 = d. 2 + 1 2 =
8 16

4. You should be able to measure to the nearest...

a. 1 in. b. 1 in. c.
1

in,
2 4 8

d. 1 in. e. .1 in. f. .1 cm.
1b

...using any point of the ruler scale as the starting point.
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LESS 01! 10

HOW UNITS ARE RELATED

The length of an average classroom is...

a. 10 yards

b. 30 feet

c. 360 inches.

If measured to the nearest inch, the above choices are

equivalent lengths. Therefore, they could be used inter-

changeably to complete the statement correctly.

However, in some situations one of these units may be

more convenient or suitable to use than the other two. For

example, the length of a room is more commonly expressed in

feet or some combination of feet and inches than in inches

or yards. It is sometimes necessary to convert a length

given in one unit to an equal length in some other unit.

Suppose we used the following units for measuring length.

At present, we will not. be concerned with the lengths of

these units, only the relationship between them. (shown by

the following drawing)

1 pento = 5 quintos

1 quinto = 5 cincos

I PENTO

I QUINTO

I CINCO

I I I I I I

le-)1

'74



EXERCISES

1. Complete: a. 10 quintos = pentos

b. 15 cincos = quintos

c. 6 quintos = cincos

d. 1 pento = cincos

2. Which of the three units is the longest? the shortest?

If the measure in pentos is doubled, what happens to the
measure in quintos?

4. The two segments shown below have the same length and are
measured using another system of measure. (zips and zaps)

20 ZIPS

10 ZAPS

a. Which unitis longer?

b. 10 zips = zaps

c. 40 zips = zaps

d. 1 zip = zaps

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Does using a different unit of measure change the length
of a segment? The number used to express the length?
Why or why not?

2. Which of three units (pento, quinto, cinco) will give the
most precise measurement?
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FROM ONE UNIT TO ANOTHER...

As soon as you know how two units compare in size, you

can convert measures from one unit to another. The previous

EXERCISES included some practice in conversion of units.

Use the unit relationships in the box to complete TABLE 10-1

1 pento = 5 quintos

1 quinto = 5 cincos

1 ft. = 12 in.

1 yd. = 3 ft.

10 millimeters = 1 centimeter

100 centimeters = 1 meter

1000 meters = 1 kilometer

Complete TABLE 10-1 so the measures in each row repre-

sent equivalent lengths. The first two examples are done for you.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j

TABLE 10-1

EQUIVALENT LENGTHS
Whicn unit is

longer?

24 inches footI/ feet

20 quintos 4 pentos pento

quintos 3 pentos

20 quintos cincos

4 feet inches

yards 36 feet

20 mm. cm.

3 meters cm.

7 cm. mm.

km. 11.000 m.

CHECK YOUR RESULTS BEFORE GOING TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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DO I MULTIPLY OR DIVIDE???

To complete TABLE 10-1, you probably multiplied or dir:i-

ded by some number to get each result. The problem is to

decide which operation to use.

FIND A PATTERN

Answer the following questions using the results of

TABLE 10-1. (page70 )

1. a. List all examples in which you converted the measure
from a smaller to a larger unit. (a is one such
example)

b. When converting from a smaller to a larger unit,
which operation (multiplication or division) did
you use?

2. a. List all examples in which you converted the measure
from a larger to a smaller unit. (c is one such
example)

b. When converting from a larger to a omaller unit, which
operation (multiplication or division) did you use?

3. Complete the following statements.

a. When converting from a smaller unit to a larger unit,
by the number of smaller units in

each larger unit.

b. When converting from a larger unit to a smaller unit,
by the number of smaller units in

each larger unit.

. 77
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ANOTHER METHOD

14osL situations rcciu :Lr.LnU conver:lion of units can br

handled using the guidolinr-; from the previous lesson. How-
ever, other methods could be used. Some people hive diffi-

culty in detemining whether they should divid- or multiply.

Another method for conversion of units can be developed
using proportions. For example, suppose you needed to con-
vert 521 inches to an equivalent.length in feet.

EXAMPLE: 51h in. = ? ft.

SOLUTION: 1. The ratio of feet to inches is = as 1 foot =
12 inches. 12

2. Let x represent the unknown number of feet.

3. The ratio of unknown number of Ceet to the
given number of inches is x .

511

4. A proportion you could use to solve this
problem is... 1 foot . x feet

12 inches r :inches
or

1 = x
174

Solve the proportion using the cross-product
method.

ANSWER:

1
=

x

12

12x =

x =

54

54

54 = 11 6
12

= 4 1
-f12

54 in. = 11
1

ft. .1

The proportion for the example above could also be set
up as 12 54, using the ratio of inches to feet Jinstead of

1

feet to inches.

NOTE: 12x is an abbreviation for "12 times x".
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It does not matter which ratio you use as long as you

are consistent, using the same ratio on both sides of the

proportion.

Before working the exercises, become more familiar with

this method of solution by studying the following examples.

Example 1. 3 feet = 1 yard

80 feet = ? yds.

feet = 3 = 80

yards 1 x

3x = 80
x= 8o= 26 2

33

80 feet = 26
3
yards

Example 2. 1 kilometer = .625 miles

60 miles = ? km.

km. 1 x
mi. .625 60

.625x = 60

x = 604-.625

x = 96

6o miles = 96 km.

Example 3. 1 cm. = 10 mm.

86 mm. = ? cm.

cm. 1 x
mm. fb 86

10x = 86

x = 86 4- 10
x = 8.6

86 mm. = 8.6 cm.

96.

.62,j6o.Qc9,
---" -5625

3750
-3750
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Example 4. 1 meter = 100 cm.

6.8 meters = ? cm.

cm. 100

x = (6.8).(100)

= 68o

L.8 m. = 680 (n.

EXERCISES

1. Complete the following. U,;e the ratio-proportion method
of conversion. Show your work..

a. 3.4 km. = meters

b. 65 mm. = meters

c. 185 cm. = meters

cl.
3.7/1. m. = cm.

e. 3735 mm. = m.

f-
. 40 km. = miles

2. One centimeter is equivalent in length to about four tmtas

(.4) of an inch. Assuming 1 cm. = .4 inch, 6 inches = ? cm.

3. One yard is equivalent in length to about nine-tenths (.9)

of a meter. Assuming 1 yd. = .9 meter, 4.5 meters = ? yards.

DISCUSSION QUESTION.

1. Consider the following statement.

" I don't see the need for all these different units of

of length. All they do is confuse me. Why not have

only one or two units of length to measure all distances?"

Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?
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WHICH IS LONGER?

75

Make each statement true by inserting> or< . Remember

that > means is greater than and < means is less than. You

may use your rulers and tables of measures.

1. 1 m. 120 cm. 6. 1 m. 1 yard

2. 20 mm. 1 cm. 7. 1 mile 1 km.

3. 15 mm. 1 in. 8. 1 cm. 1 in.

4. 2 cm. 1 in. 9. 5 ft. 62 in.

5. 3 cm. 1 in. 10. 1.3 cm. 35 nun.

11. Based on your results (questions 4 and 5), what can you
conclude concerning the number of centf_meters it takes
to make a length equal to 1 inch?

. 81



LESSON LT

WHAT UNIT SHOULD I CHOOSE???

Before any 77. 7 . son -1!:.7.t

hieh unit or

units or length 1.n I.,on: er th- distance

to be measured is on r7.1tor wIll 7:iost

suitable unit to use.

For example, suppose yo.: mcaserd th d:2tance between

Chicago and Detroit. A 77,.ileac: cart is distance as

265 -wiles. Theoretically, distance could nave been mea-

sured using any 'other EneJish unit of leath such as inches,

feet, or yards. (265 mi. = )66,1400 yls. = 1,-))9g,2n0 ft. =

16,790,400 in.) However, the mile was selected as the most

suitable (or "best") unit; to use in this case, partially due

to the long distancr,, involved. (A milcart:e chart in Europe

would express a distance a: i.oru as the: above in kilometers.)

In like manner, a shorter distanc or lenfth is usually

measured with a unit of shorter length. Imaine the problems

involved if automobile manufacturers measured all their parts

to the nearest mile.

"Incidentally, those dimensions were in feet not yards!"
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EXERCISES

1. Circle what you would consider the best English unit and
the best metric unit for measuring the following. Be

able to defend your answer.

a. Length of a river inch foot yard mile

centimeter meter kilometer

b. Height of a man inch foot yard mile

centimeter meter kilometer

c. Length of a nail foot mile inch yard

centimeter kilometer meter

d. Width of a house inch yard mile foot

kilometer meter centimeter

e. Distance of a mile foot yard inch

track race
kilometer meter centimeter

2. List suitable units for the following measurements. (In

some instances, more than one unit may be suitable.)

a. The altitude of an airplane .

b. The depth of an ocean.

c. The length of an arm.

d. The width of a picture frame.

e. The distance from the Earth to the moon.

f. The width of a room.

3. Circle the measurements from each set that are good

estimates for each distance. More than one answer

from each set may be appropriate.

1
a. Height of a classroom. (10 ft., 20 ft., 3 -3 yd. , 10 meters)

b. Height of an adult man. (6 ft., 2 meters, 4 yds., 72 in.)



ak each statr-1Pnt ro2onablr- by f'illird; th- la. wi ti

a suitable unit of length. (inc:h. c':nt:i::eter, fo-A.

.letcr,...) or its plural.

a. The rails of a rai]roal tcack a aboui; bort.

b. The height of a telephone pole is about.

c. The width of a newspaper column is about 2

d. The width of a one-dollar bill is about 6.6

e. The length of a stick of chewing gum is about 8

3
f. The height of a dining room table is about j. of a

5. For each list, arrange the distances in order from

shortest to longest. (Indicate the shortest by 1, next

shorter by 2,...)

a. 50 meters

150 feet

Length of an
airliner

c. 1 meter

1 yard

31 ft.
2

48 in.

e. 14 inches

12 meter

Length of a
one-dollar bill

d. 1 cm.

1 in.

2 cm.

2 in.

f. 1 mile
2

1000 yd.

17

.. 84.

km.



r.). What metric unit of length would you u::e to mea.:,ure

each of the following?

a. One lap around a school track.

b. The distance from earth to the nearest star.

c. The width of a quarter.

CHECK YOUR RESULTS FOR THE EXERCISES
BEFORE GOING TO THE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Compare your choices in Exercises 1 and 2 with those

of your classmates. Did your choice of unit always

agree with the choices of your classmates? Why or

why not?

2. How would the purpose a person has in knowing a mea-

surement affect his choice of a unit to use in finding

the measure?

3. Give as many factors as you can which will influence

your choice of a suitable unit for a distance to be

measured.
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555 ft.

IT 'S HARD TO BELIEVE . . .

A stack of $3,000 bills total-
ling $1 billion would surpass
the height of the Washington
Monument. A stack of $1,000
bills totalling $1 million
would be only eight inches
high.

1. How could you use the infor-
mation above to find the
thickness of one $1,000 bill?

gilio
Ai 4doo oms

2. Describe a procedure for determining the thickness of

one sheet of paper or a 3"x 5" card. The two para-

graphs above give some clues to a procedure which could

be used.

3. Using the above information as a guide, what would be

the approximate height of a stack of $1 million in

$500 bills? in $100 bills? in $20 bills?
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SMORGASBORD TIME

Ti -e exercises of this section review and -:tend some of

the basic of' measflreent and .,sti.lation discurd in

this booklet. Rulers and other linear measuring instruments

will be used throughout the remainder of this course. In

many situations, you can use your ability to estimate accu-

rately- to check the reasonableness of your work.

If you have difficulty with some of these exercises, it

may indicate a topic which you should review.

I 1111 I III I II II
0 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CENTIMETERS
EXERCISES I

1. One inch is equal in length to a little more than 2.54
centimeters. (See above sketch.) One meter is 39.37
inches. Multiply 39.37 by 2.54 and interpret your
result.

2. Races in Olympic and international competition are mea-
sured in metric units. The Olympic Games include a
100-meter dash rather than a 100-yard dash. Would you
expect the record time for 100 meters to be more or
less than the record for 100 yards? Why?.
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3. Tf' a runner can run the 100-yard dash in 10 seconds,
about how long would you expect him to run the 100-meter
das': (1 m. 1. 1 yd.

4. Express "E',7 yards in inches; .netrs in centimeters.
Which answer is easier to compute?

5. Insert> or <in the blanks to make each of the following
statements true.

> means "is greater than"

< means "is less than"

a. The Saturn V rocket is 362 feet long.

Ten school busses bumper to bumper the

length of the Saturn V rocket.

b. The scale on a map is 1 inch = 75 miles

The distance represented by 21 in. 200 miles.

c. A railroad box-car is about 45 feet long.

100 box-cars a mile.

d. Using special equipment, French explorers recently

went down into the ocean to a depth of 100 meters.

This was a mile.

EXERCISES II

1. Gone to waist...

For this problem you will be given a piece of string.

Lay the string on a flat surface and pull the two ends

in the direction of the arrows until the distance around

the loop equals the distance around your waist.

(See page 62.)
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Check your estimate by wrapping the loop around your

waist. How close was your estimate to your actual waist

measurement in inches? in centimeters?

2. A fish story...

Stu caught a 22 inch pike while ice fishing. Demonstrate

the length of the fish by holding your hands 22 inches

apart. Try this once with your eyes closed. Have a

classmate check each estimate by measuring the distance

between your hands.

Questions 3 and 4 are related to the following story and

cartoon. (See page 63.)

Estimates can be made in a variety of ways. The fol-

lowing story illustrates one method used to obtain an

estimate.
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Terry wished to estimate the height of the school flag-

pole. (Why? I don't know. Let's assume he had a good

reason.) How could he get an estimate? One method would be

to reason as follows.

"Each floor of the school is about 10 ft.

high, making the school building about

20 ft. high. The flagpole is about a

half-floor taller than the school build-

ing. Therefore, the flagpole is about

25 ft high."

3. What are some of the factors which will determine the
distance that is used as a guide in estimating?

4. Find some other method for estimating the height of the
flagpole.
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Esti!nnte each of the length by 0.1-ini7r.

pier.'.e:: of tae distanc,-J apart on a flat 7,1.1r1nc.

(desk, floor,...) C:eek your e.ztimates by
and reorj your rec.ults.

1) l'rr.t

b. meters centi-71eter

6. Estimate which of each pnir o: segments 1:; 1 oeer Ceek
your estimates by measure-lnt.

>A
a)

<
A13 or CD ?.

P

>,

Q

P or Q ?

GI

E

b)

F
EF cr GH ?

VI or YZ ?



EXERCISES III

U.' 11 r:t;*:!-..
In :':461'" ."H1.!-:-. TT 71 .

A Q

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

I

10 1 2 3 4 5 6

111

K L

111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIi11111111

0 1 2 3 4
2. Using the rulers pictured above, give. the distance b-

tween the following pairs of points.
a. B and C c. and 1-1

b. I. and H d. 1, and !,,1

3. For each ruler location, give the whole number !neasure
to which it is closest. Part a is done for you.

a. I in.Tig 1 in.
b. 9 . 7 cm. c .

c. 14. -ri, in. in.

d. 2 -m
4
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/4. by a lettr and arro*:: ,act 

locations on the ruler::, ly,Jow. Ruler graduatd in 

IT is iLradllate(I In inche. 

A. - 

13. 
. 

D. '3 12. 4 

I n. 



Nt POINT

Use the following questions and problems to chock your

understanding of Ig.:ssons10-12. If you havo lifriculty wIth

any questions, it may indicate a topic you should review.

1. Complete the Collowing.

a. 2.8 m. =

b. 87 mm. =

3 .c. 1 7ft. =

d. 6 yd.

CM.

cm.

in.

ft.

e. 85 cm. = mm.

f. 27 in. = ft.

g. 85 cm. = m.

h. 2.1 km =

2. Suppose that 2 sticks = 5 logs, where sticks and logs

are units of length.

a. Wh±ch unit is longer?

b. 15 logs = ? sticks.

3. For each list, arrange the distances in order from shortest
to longest. (Indicate the shortest by 1, next shorter by
2,...)

a. 2 meters

2 yards

2 kilometers

c 3
11
16

inches

3 inches

3 f. inches
8

b. 3 meters

8 feet

height of an adult

man

d. 1 kilometer

1 mile

1 centimeter

1 inch

4. Given a distance to be measured you should be able to
choose a English and a metric unit that would be a
suitable unit for measuring the distance. (See Lesson 12.)



AND IN CONCLUSION . . .

This booklet concentrated T.n the measurecn!. j(11g.ti .

A

r.ind/er inThes. )j,:p- arc- giv.-.n in

inches or .!entimi:.ters (cr Cratisn., : .f* Lh-se un1t:). 1-cr

ciistarwes n.casured in miles er

However, this is not the fina?. word on I( n rth.

the caveman invented units of length for hi us,c (hand, span,

cubit,...), new units of leni!Tth are being never Led today.

In this booklet, measurements were -adc- to the nearest
16

2:
in.. and

.1 cm. However, measurements .ire being; made by selcntist

to the nearest billionth of an inch! Tc Iiak m(asuremcnts

this precise, new measuring instruments and Units have been in-

vented.

Since there i3 no such thing man-made Perfection (des-

pite the claims of many advertisements ), there will never be

any truly exact measurements. However, measurements and in-

struments will continue to be invented and refined. Lengths

which are unmeasurable today will become measurable in the

future.

Many of these measures and instruments are used only by

persons in special fields of science and industry. It is

not necessary that anyone know about all oC them. It is im-

portant, however, that you be aware of their existence and

what implications they hold Cor the future.

Future booklets and lessons concerning linear measure-

ment will expose you to some of these units (their defini-

tion and use) and indicate instruments and methods that are

used to obtain these precise measurements.


